Out of this World Word Search!

Use the word bank to find and circle the words in the puzzle. Words can be horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. Have a Peterrific time!

Word Bank:
- Tower
- Block
- Moon
- Star
- Space
- Climb
- Create
- Build

Words in the puzzle:
- R B U M I E T A E R C V K I J
- J Z N R H I C M R O E K C P E
- S K Q L E I Q X D C Y W O A G
- E Q S P F W Q T A N M V L L A
- R L C W B Z O P K Y G I B B D
- N I Y C C U S T D X E Y P S J
- W U M J K S I N C U D T B G Z
- C L I M B V H L N Q W K O R L
- W R W O O T Q I D D S I J B P
- I N M O V D Q P I T N J B K I
- Z O D N O C T A A W V A C X V
- U Q I C W I U R K F O G P Z K
- R T N Z R R Z D V R Z I S P O
- V U C J Z Z B D X W O I L A S
- E I P Z V H A R V D H V U G D

Peterrific Word Game!

Below are pictures of what Peter uses to create his tower! Can you help him spell them? Use the pictures next to the words, and some of the letters that have been filled in to help complete each one!

1) B __ __ C __ __
2) G __ __ __
3) __ __ P __
4) P __ __ C __ __ __
5) S L __ __ __ Y
6) C __ __ Y __ __ __